Three 1/2-inch type Exmor CMOS sensors
XDCAM EX camcorder with 16x zoom HD lens recording full HD / SD

Overview

Lightweight and affordable shoulder-mount camcorder

Enhanced Workflow

Superior picture performance

Fujinon professional 1/2-inch HD lens

Environmentally friendly

Superb ergonomics

Features

Selectable format and bit rates

Multiple-format recording 1080/720 and interlace/progressive switchable operation
Three Exmor Full-HD CMOS sensors

Impressive body design

Low power consumption

Lens package choice

ALAC (Automatic Lens Aberration Compensation)

23.98p native recording

Slow & Quick Motion function

Slow Shutter function
Selectable gamma curves

Interval Recording function

Frame Recording function

ATW (Auto Tracing White Balance) and Hold

Image Inverter

Turbo gain

DVCAM recording and playback

Picture Cache Recording

Freeze Mix function

Four-channel audio

Scene File system

Viewfinder with 3.5-inch* color LCD
HDMI connector

50-pin interface and Digital Extender function

Camera adaptor for multi-camera operation

Affordable MPEG TS Option for field and satellite transmission
Related products

**ECM-674**
Affordable shotgun Electret condenser microphone

**UWP-D11**
UWP-D bodypack wireless microphone package

**MDR-7506**
Stereo professional headphones

**DWR-S02D**
Digital wireless receiver

**ECM-673**
Short Shotgun Electret Condenser Microphone

**PVM-A250**
25-inch TRIMASTER EL™ OLED high grade picture monitor

**UWP-D12**
UWP-D handheld wireless microphone package

**PVM-A250 v2.0**
25-inch TRIMASTER EL™ OLED high grade picture monitor

**LMD-A240 v3.0**
24-inch cost-effective, lightweight Full HD high grade LCD monitor for studio and field use

**LMD-A170**
17-inch cost-effective, lightweight Full HD high grade LCD monitor for studio and field use

**ECM-678**
Shotgun Electret condenser microphone

**MDR-7510**
Studio professional headphones

**LMD-A240**
24-inch cost-effective, lightweight Full HD high grade LCD monitor for studio and field use

**LMD-A170 v3.0**
17-inch cost-effective, lightweight Full HD high grade LCD monitor for studio and field use

**UWP-D16**
UWP-D bodypack and XLR plug-on wireless microphone package

**ECM-88B**
Electret condenser microphone

**ECM-VG1**
Shotgun Electret condenser microphone

**PVM-A170 v2.0**
17-inch TRIMASTER EL™ OLED high grade picture monitor

**ECM-MS2**
Compact Electret condenser microphone

**PVM-A170**
17-inch TRIMASTER EL™ OLED high grade picture monitor

**LMD-941W**
Full-HD 9-inch LCD monitor with 2x 3G/HD/SD-SDI inputs and smart functions
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